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An Oprah's Favorite Things Pick for 2015Nothing is more romantic than a handwritten love letter.

Like a dozen grand gestures in one, this innovative format invites romantics to declare their affection

to their beloved in 12 fold-and-mail letters to be opened in the future. Ideal for wedding

anniversaries, long-distance relationships, or engaged couples, this paper keepsake captures a

moment in time and serves as an enduring expression of love.
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"Put your heart in the write place with these books of 12 fold-and-mail-style letters that use clever

prompts ("I knew you were the one for me when..." "What I love about us...") to make composing

meaningful missives a whole lot easier. My favorite is Letters to My Love. I've been telling people

this for years: What a partner wants to know is how you really feel. This will make him or her

swoon!"- Oprah

Some people want to know what the 12 letter prompts are before buying, so here they are:When we

first met...I knew you were the one for me when...What I love about us...I promise to you...It's the

little things, like when...You are remarkable because...Here's a story I've never told you...This is an

invitation to...I never want to forget this...I wish for us a future full of...[Blank - write your own][Blank -

write your own]

Saw this in a boutique, knew I'd look on  later!! Nice quality book with pages resembling envelopes



that you unfold and write letters in. Thought this would be great fun to fill in over time for our next

anniversary! ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€˜Ã‚Â•

Super cute idea. I intend to gift these to my fiancÃƒÂ© for our upcoming wedding just to capture all

the things I love and cherish about him and our relationship. Sappy? You betcha. But what timing

could possibly be more appropriate for a little extra sap?

It is not the best product ever. The moment I opened it, the front cover was not properly glued to the

pages. I decided I would glue it myself when I was done writing since I needed the book in that

moment. Whilst I was writing, the pages came off the cover completely. It's just disappointing since I

would never expect that from a book. Overall, the book is clearly poorly put together, but it makes a

good gift.

I think that this is a great gift. I enjoy the prompts that are given so you do not have to think of

something to write by yourself every single time, and I think the length for each letter is great. My

significant other loves the gift. I gave it to them as a birthday present and count down until I relocate

to their city. Great present.

I was so excited for this to arrive, I opened the package and pulled it out, upon opening it I felt it sort

of feel like it was crumbling and when I fully opened it I noticed that it was ripping apart. I'm very

dissapointed. Hope to get a refund because this felt like a rip off. Literally.

I was excited to purchase this however the binding and the notes are unglued as shown in the

picture. I just received this today, so I guess I will have to improvise.

Very nice book, and a great gift to give to your loved one. Fortunately this book was in great shape

and I can't wait to start writing in it. It's nice that it also comes with stickers you can seal your

envelopes with.

I bought this for my boyfriend as he is in the military and wanted to give him a gift he can take with

him. I love this little book. It's easy and helps prompt you for the letters to your significant other. The

only issue I ran into with this book is the binding comes undone a little bit and sometimes the pages

rip as you are sapose to put a magazine under the page due to them not coming out of the book.



(which even with a magazine under it it still rips a bit) but even with those two issues I ran into its

perfect and I know he's going to love it
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